
PRINT RELEASE AUTHORIZATION 

______________________________________ has been given authorization from Tara 

Brooks of Tara Brooks Photography to order additional prints or products. 

A gentle reminder regarding your digital files: 

 1. Back-up your files immediately. Tara Brooks Photography only holds images for 

up to one year. 

 2. You may not alter your images in ANY way. That includes Instagram filters, 

selective coloring, etc. 

 3. Print this document as this release form as it may be required to print 

photographs locally. 

PRINTING YOUR IMAGES 

The purchase of your digital images includes permission to make an unlimited number 

of copies and/or reprints for personal use. I recommend printing your images 

at www.mpix.com versus a consumer lab such as Walgreens or Walmart. Consumer 

labs print from a single color profile (not one specific to your file) which often results in a 

poor color representation, so proceed with caution if you choose to go that route. When 

printing, if the option is available, do NOT have the lab color correct your files, this is 

already done for you. Choose a matte or lustre finish (instead of glossy) for a 

professional finish. 

Tara Brooks Photography IS NOT responsible for the quality, color or cropping results 

when choosing to print images outside of Tara Brooks Photography. If you have 
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http://www.mpix.com/


questions regarding printing, please contact the LAB of your choice PRIOR to printing 

the files.  

ARCHIVAL INFORMATION 

Before opening your files, it is highly recommended you make additional back-up copies 

of your images for safe keeping. 

PERSONAL USAGE LICENSE 

The purchase of your digital files allows for PERSONAL use only. Any and all 

commercial use is strictly prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to, commercial 

advertising, editorial usage, contest entry, or any event where the potential to profit from 

the use of the image is present. Your digital files may not be sold, edited, altered, or 

published, under any circumstances, without expressed written permission from Tara 

Brooks Photography.  

SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE 

When posting an image on social media please give photo credit to: Tara Brooks 

Photography 

PRINT RELEASE AUTHORIZATION 

Tara Brooks Photography hereby grants permission to make unlimited copies/reprints of 

the included high resolution files, for personal use. In accordance with the USC Title 17 

(Federal Copyright Law), authorization is not permitted for the commercial use of the 

images as Tara Brooks Photography retains all original copyrights. Please contact Tara 

Brooks of Tara Brooks Photography at hello@tarabrooksphotography.com with any print 

questions or concerns. 
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RECOMMENDED PRINT & GIFT VENDORS 

 • www.mpix.com 

 • www.tinyprints.com 

 • www.minted.com 

PRESERVING YOUR PRINTED IMAGES 

Photographs play an important role in documenting our lives and passing on memories 

from generation to generation. While we can't save any moment forever, there are a few 

things you can do to protect and preserve your printed photographs. To ensure print 

longevity, please review the information below. 

The best place for any printed photograph is matted and framed. Why a mat? A mat 

separates your photograph from the glass and allows the image to 'breathe', also 

making sure it doesn't adhere to the glass. If the photograph isn't matted, it will be in 

direct contact with the glass and, because of changes in temperature and humidity, will 

adhere to the glass over time ruining the print. When displaying images (including 

canvases), try to avoid areas of excess heat, humidity, and bright light to prevent fading 

and/or damage to the print. If you choose to display your images in albums, please be 

sure they are of archival quality. Never use albums with glue pages or plastic overlay 

which have the tendency to damage photographs. 

 
hello@tarabrooksphotography.com 

603.674.5675 
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